Massive Retaliation Holdem:
The cold war is heating up as communists land on American soil.  You and 3 to 5 friends have been hidden away in secret underground bunkers with the ability to launch all of America’s nuclear armament.  You have lost communication with your superiors and have no idea if the government still exists or not.  All you can do is watch as the lights on the big board representing each state still fighting slowly go out.  Is your home still safe?  Do you really want to start the end of the world? Do you have any other choice?  Do you even care anymore? What about the others? Can you still trust them?
I. You need: 
	A pack of playing cards including jokers
	A printed list of all 50 states
	An index card for each player
	A sharpy marker

II. Starting the game:
	Give every player an index card
	Every player secretly determines which state they call home and writes it down on their card.  This knowledge is secret but the players are allowed to talk about it honestly or not.
	Shuffle the deck and have each player draw cards until they have a face card (jokers count).  Each player keeps their face card secret.  They may discuss it but anything they say may be false.  The remaining cards are reshuffled.
	Each player draws a hand of two cards and introduces himself to the group.  If you draw a joker then you must immediately, and secretly, replace your current role card with it.
	Chose a dealer.  This is the first player for the first round.  The dealer for the next round is the player to his left.

III. The roles:
	Jacks are on the fence.  While their home state survives they want to disarm.  After their home state is destroyed they will want to launch.
	Queens want to disarm
	Kings want to launch
	Jokers are secret communist agents and want to disarm so America can be safely nuked

IV. Winning or losing the game:
	Disarm:  Jacks with surviving home states, queens and jokers will vote to disarm.  It takes two to launch so this vote fails if two or more players vote against it.  If the vote passes and one or more players reveal themselves to be jokers then you have foolishly thrown away your defenses and doomed your country, the jokers win and narrate their victorious conquest. Otherwise the queens and jacks who voted for disarmament win and narrate the end of hostilities.
	Launch: Jacks whose home state has been lost and kings will vote to launch.  This vote needs two more in favor than opposed to succeed.  If the launch vote passes then the kings and jacks who voted to launch narrate the nuclear attack and its aftermath.
	Defeat:  If no decision can be made before the last state is lost then the communists have won and your country is no more.  The Jokers win if present and narrate their victory.  otherwise everyone narrates their final end.

V. Game rounds
	The players have gathered together for a game of texas holdem. Each player may discard one or both cards in his hand face down to replace them from the deck.  For each card they must narrate their character noticing another state dropping off the big board and cross it off the list.  The other players may or may not wish to react to this. Any time you draw a joker into your hand you must keep it and secretly replace your role.  If you are already a joker then you must swap it for another card by naming a state.  If you drew it as your second card for this round then you must keep it, forfeiting the chance to win the round and swap it out next round.
	After each player has had the opportunity to change his hand then five community cards are revealed and the winner or winners are determined.  If a joker is revealed as a community card it cannot be used as one of the five cards in a valid hand to win the round.  Winning hands are determined as per normal poker/holdem rules, no cards are wild.  In the case of multiple winners, all winners are always safe from the actions of other winners. And each gets an opportunity to perform an action in clockwise order from the dealer.  If you cannot win the hand then you are not compelled to show your cards.
	After each winner performs an action or passes then the players may discuss their feelings or suspicions about the war and each other before shuffling the deck and starting a new round.

VI. Actions:
	Name an additional state for each player that will be scratched off the list.
	Look through the deck, possibly learning what roles are taken, and chose a card to swap with one of the cards from your hand.  The discarded card is placed face down.
	Secretly look at the role and home state of another player who did not win this round of holdem.
	Choose a player who did not win this round of holdem.  pick up the community cards and your hand.  secretly chose one of these cards and give it to the other player.  discard all other cards, including your hand, face down and draw a new hand.  The other player must pick up their hand and role card along with the card you gave them.  If the new card is a role then they swap their role with it.   if it is not a role then they must swap one of their hand cards with it.  This should happen under the table or after some shuffling to obscure what is replaced. There is little reason for a non-joker to give someone else a joker but if it happens and you are already a joker then simply discard it as if it was your extra card.  The replaced card are discarded face down.  
	Propose a vote for either disarmament or launching and give a short speech to encourage the others.  Each player then secretly writes their votes, and any message they wish to pass to you, on a note card.  you collect all the cards and count the vote.  if the vote passes then the game is over.  Remember that two or more no votes will prevent disarmament and a vote to launch requires two more in favor than opposed.


